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Harri Hyyppä 

     

How to see – how to say? 

Insight: a method in studying the experience 

!
This article examines organisational and social dynamics from the viewpoint of a new dynamic 
systems approach. Organisational dynamics are seen and depicted by applying the curious and 
exploratory method. The methodological object of examination is the Insight method and Insight 
work (IW). The starting points, history and principles are clarified. From the researcher’s point of 
view, the approach is more focused on experience, which differs from traditional academic research. 
The word ‘experience’ in this context refers also to the researcher’s role, which emphasises personal 
involvement and action. An authentic chain of experiences and their various aspects are deliberately 
placed in the crosshairs of organisational research. The approach is characterised by its explorative 
undertone and the parallel, simultaneous coexistence of action, observation and interpretation. 

!
Points of departure 

The title of this article is an adaptation of a title of a short novel by Samuel Beckett, a Nobel Prize 
winning author who, in the early stages of his career, worked with W.R. Bion, a renowned 
psychoanalyst and philosopher. How to see – how to say? Did Beckett become a Nobel Prize 
winning author after having been in analysis with Bion? Or did Bion become Bion, a creative 
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thinker and philosopher, after having worked with Beckett, renowned for his original, creative style 
of writing? The subheadings of this article are from Beckett’s poetry. The text aims to touch and 
describe the main dimensions in new organisational thinking, systemic transitions and the 
experiential learning methods based on those foundations. 

Systemic thinking and theory formation have experienced numerous development phases in recent 
decades. These can be seen as great transitions. Views that were originally based on direct causal 
relationships were replaced by the theory of open systems, which later evolved – thanks to the 
impacts of dynamic psychology and other thinking – towards the third theoretical generation, 
namely, dynamic systems thinking. The development is still ongoing. Various theories and schools 
become independent and separate from one another. At the same time, the integration and merging 
of diverse ideas have emerged. Language, concepts and professional parlance have also changed. 

The words ‘insight’ and ‘insight work’ (IW) have become established in Finland. They both refer, 
on one hand, to the research subject, turning towards the inner world of meanings based on one’s 
experiences and, on the other hand, to a new way of depicting the situation from a new point of 
view. An insight is a surprising and radical awakening to the new. Insight is also always an opening 
which, at its best, is followed by a period of reflection and after-working. 

My presentation is based on my experience of various learning methods based on group and 
organisational dynamics in which I have operated in various roles: first as a participant, then as a 
trainee, later as a consultant and finally as a senior consultant. This is a free-form address by an 
experience-based professional. By experience-based professional I refer to a person who has an 
immediate personal touch to the area and dimension of experience that is being examined or 
discussed at a given time. The foundation of being an experience-based professional is the concrete 
and authentic experience of a lay person. This experience is usually accompanied with 
accumulating thinking and theory. In my case, the most important milestones have been my 
graduation as a group psychoanalyst, the AOC Advanced Organisational Consultation programme 
of the Tavistock Institute, and the following personal experience in the crossroads of 
psychodynamics and the new systems approach. These paths have, little by little, contributed to the 
building of professionalism alongside my lay experience. One thing that cannot be left unnoticed is 
the conflicts and tensions created by those paths and integration work. Professionalism cannot be 
created by harmony alone; it needs occasional unexpected conflicts and their implications. 
Sometimes differences in theoretical views are needed. 

Therefore, becoming an experience-based professional often means following several paths instead 
of being a sum of separate, individual events. This holds true also for me. One important path has 
been psychoanalysis and, in particular, its organisational dimensions. Another important path has 
been Group Relations (GR), a dynamic view of systems founded on the Tavistock tradition. The 
integration of these two has been most evident and tangible in my social dreaming work and theory 
(Hyyppä, 2009). 

Experience in itself is a multifaceted concept, which accommodates several meanings. It does not 
refer to one thing alone. Instead, it refers to a chain consisting of physical, sensory, subjective, 
objective, individual and organisational aspects and the meanings, thinking, verbal expressions and 
action based on the combined effect of all of these aspects. An experience is rarely a solitary unit. It 
can be seen as being constructed of several parallel chains and series of events; and their 
interconnections, liminality and overlappingness. Experience carries all the tensions and 
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contradictions related to these connections and links. An experience is seldom neutral. At its best, it 
can, with all its tensions and contradictions, carry and generate major regenerating power. 

The research tradition I describe here, and its approach and practice have, in recent years, produced 
a number of methods and object-specific techniques to examine experience. These include, among 
others, Listening Posts (LP) and Social Dreaming (SD). Both of these methods have been created 
and developed on the basis of the Group Relations (GR) tradition. 

The Listening Post approach was created in the 1980s, when links between the world of experiences 
of an individual and simultaneous events and trends in society were discovered. The objective is to 
examine, side by side, two objects of two different magnitudes: the individual and the society. At 
the same time, meaningful connections between the two are being contemplated. Listening Post is a 
short event, typically only a few of hours, and it is led by a group of professionals. An annual 
international network of events has been created around the method to provide a platform for 
examining experiences from the roles of a member of a nation or a community. LP applications can 
also focus on one community or organisation. LP is not only a place to listen; it is also a place to 
speak: it is a forum for meaningful, exploratory verbal expressions – a paradoxically rare space in 
organisational life. 

The LP event progresses without psychodynamic interpretations made by the consultants. LP 
usually consists of three phases. After a short introductory session, it starts with the free and open 
sharing of experiences, continues through a more focused phase during which themes are mapped 
together, and proceeds towards the creation of hypotheses on the bases of the shared experiences. 
This means that interpretative work in the process is cooperative and every participant in the 
process takes part. The consultants’ role is supportive, participatory and they refrain from making 
interpretations. 

‘Social Dreaming’, the social examination of dreams and understanding them from a social 
perspective, focuses on the entity of dreams shared by individuals, the meaningful connections 
between those dreams and their links to greater entities, to the community, society and culture. The 
approach aims to examine various entities in a parallel and simultaneous way: an intimate 
individual experience on one hand and, on the other, the society, time and culture. This approach 
clearly differs from traditional psychodynamic orientation; namely, it focuses on the individual 
viewpoint and experiences. The method avoids interpreting dreams from the perspective of the 
individual. Instead, it emphasises the language of dreams as an image of the time, prevailing 
conditions and society. An important secondary objective is to help the participants to improve the 
skills in ‘seeing’ and examining complexity. 

Compared to the Listening Post, the Social Dreaming event, or series of events, typically lasts 
longer – for several sessions or days, and includes supportive activities. The process maintains its 
explorative interest in experiences, but the object is seen from a different angle. Instead of dialogue 
between the participants, the research material consists of the ‘dialogue’ between shared dreams and 
the associations they inspire. The participants can, at times, see their own dreams from the outside, 
from a psychological distance. This usually creates a light, free and open atmosphere in the 
sessions. As a by-product, the alternative logic of dreams engenders the kind of wisdom and 
comfort which may often be ignored. SD has been an important ‘lookout spot’ and a ‘window’ in 
striving to understand complexity and new dynamic systems. Consultants usually assume an active 
role in an SD event. They are not so much active in the actual interpretation work but in pointing 
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out connections, encouraging touching and linking the connections they observe. SD does not try to 
make ‘sense’ of dreams. Instead, it aims to touch them in a light and creative manner. 

Group Relations (GR) is a tradition that has been the foundation for the development of the 
aforementioned LP and SD. It focuses on organisational dynamics and the building of leadership; 
the creation and taking of leadership, its placement and the resignation of leadership in various 
situations and contexts. The theoretical foundation of the GR tradition is the work and thinking of 
Melanie Klein and W.R. Bion (Totro and Hyyppä, 2012). The method was further developed by 
A.K. Rice (Rice, 1965) and E.J. Miller (Miller, 1993). This approach was complemented by the idea 
based on the systemic theory to depict dynamics as a whole through the interaction between various 
actors in the event and separate actions. In addition to the dynamics between groups, the target-
oriented and political dimensions of an organisation became objects of curious and exploratory 
research. In the GR tradition, the consultants interpret situations based on their own seeing and 
understanding. The interpretative work is usually based on theories in group dynamics. The main 
concepts include projective processes, container function and the reparative work. The experience-
based methods presented or mentioned in this chapter represent the various dimensions in the study 
of experiences and scientific areas of interest, although they are all part of the same research 
method emphasising authenticity (Hyyppä, 1996, 1999, 2006). !!!
On philosophical background: ‘Two rays of daylight to guide you. Two faintly shining 
skylights…’ !
In my terminology, the term ‘insight’ is a sort of umbrella concept that covers the aforementioned 
orientations and the work method based on them. It is characterised by the emphasis in the systemic 
perspective rather than the ‘clinical’. This also changes the attitudes of consultants participating in 
the event towards cooperation. In more detail, the concept refers to a more regular and agreeably 
longer-term process, which is typically materialised alongside long training programmes, usually as 
their recurring daily event. I try to shed light on this method and way of working in this article. 
Where, exactly, are the lines, then? What is what, I cannot tell. The study of experiences is, 
however, common to us all. It can also be said that the aforementioned methods and approaches 
have become closer to one another over the years. The most important development has been the 
rapprochement of the ‘Insight’ and ‘Social Dreaming’ work. The conflict, which characterised the 
early days of the two methods, has been greatly dissolved. In addition to the definition of the 
research subject, the conflict was created and sustained by the questions pertaining to ownership 
and originator: who was the owner of what insight? These dynamics are, however, positively 
demonstrated by the fact that all aforementioned methods have been keenly copied and renamed. 
This is, of course, a token of the power and impact of these insights. !
IW work is, in a way, a generic name for a group of various kinds of working methods based on 
immediate experiences and the associations they give rise to. The various sides of experience have 
created specific methods and research approaches. Insight work has been adopted as a generic name 
for all of these viewpoints. The practical implementation of IW also makes use of the opportunities 
offered by art, for example, by taking advantage of visual expression. IW, in a way, carries the 
three-layer form of LP inside it, as well as SD’s opportunities to explore meaningful connections. In 
practice, Insight work represents an empty space, which is constructed and organised through free-
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floating discussion and the association chains and actions linked to it. I will start by presenting IW 
in a nutshell and then move on to examine some of the related aspects in more detail. 

The Insight method is a specifically and consciously created space of experiences to grasp and 
examine issues that are important and topical in an organisation. The method also serves as a place 
to hone one’s skills in this particular work; it is one of the growth media of an explorer of 
experiences. 

‘Experience’ as a concept is not only multifaceted but it is also problematic. Traditional fields of 
science understand ‘experience’ mainly as a sense perception. William James and John Dewey have 
tried to correct this conception. Their work served as a foundation for the creation of the Chicago 
school, which applied phenomenology in a pragmatic way. The members of this group included 
G.H. Mead, Erik H. Erikson and Erich Fromm (Keski-Luopa, L., 2013). 

Specialists in experiences are often allowed greater freedoms in terms of the method and theory. I 
must rely on these freedoms due to my lack of wider theoretical and philosophical knowledge and 
understanding. One must look out for the skylight. Nevertheless, here are some thoughts about the 
theoretical background of the method. Because the method is relatively young, it is still unknown 
and even mystical to many a member of the public. The situation is similar to that of the 
psychoanalytical method. It is known by the analysts themselves, but hardly anyone else. I was 
once sitting in dim light with esteemed colleague Leila Keski-Luopa, and I asked her about the 
matter. She contemplated that ‘two faintly shining skylights’ may well be a useful metaphor for 
intersubjectivity, which is today commonly used in cultural sciences for mutual free-floating 
discussions. Intersubjectivity as a concept can, in addition to dyad, refer to a greater system and 
entity. 

The Insight method is, in a way, an adaptation and explication of psychoanalytic research applied to 
an entirely different context – it is a transition from the dyad to the study of organisational 
dynamics and regeneration. Paradoxically enough, I think this transition brings out for examination 
the core of psychoanalysis and its dimensions that were previously unknown and hidden from 
many. Complex dynamics can often best be seen from a distance. 

Every method is tied to the image of the world and the human being. Methods are, however, widely 
taught and used as such with no actual connection to their scientific philosophical background. To 
cut a long story short, one could say that this is an application of the phenomenological touch and 
method, which is currently used relatively often in the field of social and cultural sciences. The 
actual ‘inventor’ of the method was Franz Brentano, whose teachings were adopted by, among 
others, Sigmund Freud and Edmund Husserl. Husserl later became the actual founder of 
phenomenology as he worked Brentano’s ideas further. Thanks to Husserl, phenomenology as a 
philosophical school of thought dedicated to ‘phenomena‘ and their study has become a central 
field of research in the cultural sciences (Keski-Luopa, L., verbal communication, 25 November 
2013, Keski-Luopa, L., 2013). 

Generative work progresses through various tensions and conflicts. These can often be seen 
between people in their verbal expressions and writings. Organisational dynamics link these 
tensions to people and their thinking. It is, however, also important to recognise those tensions that 
are related to the people themselves and the changes occurring in their ways of thinking. Many a 
theorist and thinker has, during their career in research, changed their minds, transformed or altered 
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their way of thinking and therefore drifted into a conflict with themselves and their previous ways 
of thinking. Wittgenstein, Heidegger and the already mentioned Bion and Husserl are examples of 
important thinkers and trailblazers. The IW method itself has undergone similar development 
phases. Fortunately for me, ‘the skylights on both sides of the ridge roof’ have shed faint light on 
my path. 

!
Insight work (IW) 

Human beings have a unique, amazing ability to carry their environment, situation and the main 
aspects of their situation within themselves. This ability evolves and refines slowly by growth 
through social interaction and the prevailing organisational culture. As the ability evolves and 
matures, it creates a foundation for empathy and, further, the appreciation and love of life and other 
people. This carrying ability and its appreciation can serve as guides when we, wisely, wish to 
examine organisational processes and their dynamics instead of more superficial phenomena. Our 
ability to carry things within us is a sign that we, human beings, know more than we know. 

The objective of IW work is to bring this individual skill to organisational use. The objective of 
work is to be able to touch our shared current world of experiences on the basis of free and dynamic 
approach and through verbal expressions and organisational work. The idea is to use the feelings, 
thoughts, dreams and other shared inner contents as a basis for creating dialogue, which in turn 
would serve the situation and regeneration of the organisation. 

In practice, the external framework for the work can be created in a number of ways. For nearly a 
quarter of a century, it has been used as a part of longer training programmes: as a sub-process the 
individual sessions of which have been regular and daily. The common duration of a session tends 
to be 1½ hours. Because of the mission and idea of the event, chairs are usually placed in a circle or 
several nested circles – known as the snowflake or seashell formation – depending on the number of 
participants. The underlying idea of the seating arrangements and the form is to serve as a sign for 
different, extraordinary free associative work. It is, of course, clear that IW cannot be based on 
extraordinary seating arrangements only. The form is appropriate for the work. On one hand, the 
form used usually offers most participants maximal view, but on the other hand, it forces some 
participants to sit behind others. The important issue in Insight work is not to be able to see or 
recognise who is talking. Instead, the important thing is organisational dynamics, the entity of the 
things said and heard, and all the tensions that the setting and the situation give rise to. IW aims to 
create a platform for innovative work, which the participants can continue to utilise in their own 
work outside the actual IW setting. 

An individual Insight session is first and foremost a professionally constructed learning event, 
which offers an opportunity to work in an associative and experience-based manner and use images 
and feelings one has to deal with through themes and questions that are currently valid in an 
organisation. This is enriched by the experiences and the related associations shared by the 
participants. The basic task of the event is to be able to touch the cultural and dynamic 
undercurrents of an organisation through free sharing, and to enhance one’s ability to grasp and 
understand them. The event is usually organised, depending on the number of participants, in a 
large group with one or more consultants. Although the external setting of IW and its work method 
are close to the practices of psychoanalytic work, the emphasis on learning sets IW apart. The 
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function of Insight work is different: the primary object is not the treatment of an individual but 
learning and organisational regeneration – the examination of important and topical issues from this 
viewpoint. Reflective self-study is essential at both levels: as individuals and as an organisation. 
Individual gain is a side effect and sometimes it may come later. 

The process, approach and method have been developed on the basis of the dynamics of large 
groups (Turquet, 1975, Hyyppä, 1996). The primary objective of IW is not, however, to focus on 
early psychological processes. The idea is to support and carry the adulthood and own thinking of 
those present. The individuality of the members of the association along with everything they carry 
and share are seen as riches of the organisation. The event should be a shared free space for 
thinking and making meaningful connections. Events and separate sessions usually form a process, 
which may continue for months or even years. Separate sessions have also been organised in 
conjunction with seminars and other events, for example. It has proven to be useful to offer the 
participants an opportunity to discuss their experiences with one another later. 

Insight work aims to establish dialogue in the original and actual meaning of the word. It is first and 
foremost a dialogue between thoughts and associations. The basic task of Insight work means that 
there is usually a tendency to avoid ordinary seminar-like ‘discussion’, rational argumentation, 
commenting on the contributions of others and presenting one’s opinions, which are often 
associated with social interaction. This is done in order to free space for the internal speech of 
individuals, listening to it and sharing the occurring ideas and images together – thus creating a 
‘dialogue’ between the thoughts expressed. The aim is to obtain the space of meaningful verbal 
expressions and connections. The focus is gradually shifted from the speaker to verbal expressions, 
the thoughts expressed. In practice, IW is a balancing act between two different modes, namely, 
rational fact-based verbal expressions and free-flowing discussion. This balancing allows showing 
the important difference between the two and highlighting the importance of authentic, free-floating 
discussion. 

This working method dramatically changes the traditional object of organisational dynamic 
research. The research focus is shifted from an individual and a group towards all elements that are 
meaningful in the situation, links and their relationship with the actual situation and the theme 
discussed. The study of prevailing principles and assumptions is part of the idea of the work. This 
change in orientation particularly highlights the carrying capacity of an individual. On the other 
hand, it also frees an individual to a lighter position: at times, an individual can assume the role of a 
spectator of his/her own experience, existence and verbal expressions. This way of working helps 
the participants to understand that everyone carries something that is essentially and uniquely 
related to the situation. 

It is the task of the consultants to assume responsibility for the materialisation of the idea and basic 
task of the event. This usually happens by ensuring the existence of both the free atmosphere and 
external framework of the event. The consultants turn to their own understanding to help the 
participants to conceptualise their experience within the event and analyse the association chains 
they discover and the meanings any such chain bears. The consultants also open and inspire the 
work. A couple of carefully contemplated sentences are usually enough. Someone needs to say 
something – then others will have something to say in return!  

All experiences, observations, thoughts, dreams and feelings, almost anything can become a starting 
point for sharing and work. Insight work aims to create free space and meaningful moments both 
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for the growth and development of an individual and an organisation and help to clarify the 
‘ecology of the mind’. It is therefore vital to create and preserve the space, peace and atmosphere 
required for the work. The visible and tangible presence of professionalism is a part of the 
framework. The heart of professionalism is the relations that are intertwined to it; the reciprocal 
interaction between expertise and trust. 

Insight is first and foremost a research platform carried by professionalism. Every Insight session 
and process is different and it cannot be replicated. The method is built on the setting, participants, 
approach and the professional skills of the consultants. The understanding of the time, place and the 
task – the external reality – is a part of that very professionalism. Insight is a tool which aims at and 
supports insight. It is an instrument that can also be misused and abused. The sensitivity required 
for the work gives an artistic dimension to the method. 

!
How to see – how to say? 

What does this mean? What should one say? Does this make any sense? These are the typical 
recurrent initial reactions of participants and the questions they often ask at first. They tell the tale 
of the constant striving of a human being to understand what they are experiencing and the need to 
link it to their previous knowledge and experiences. 

The working space is usually created by opening words, which briefly describe the objective of the 
work and the work method. Every opening is unique. There is no standardised form for opening a 
session. Instead, the important thing is how the opening words are said. They are a sort of a 
‘password’, typically a short introduction, which initiates the work. The idea of opening is not 
limited to the opening of one event or session alone. The objective is to encourage the participants 
to immerse themselves in a state that allows them to open up, speak freely and share their personal 
experience. It is not only about opening up either. It is about the creation of trust and the right kind 
of atmosphere for the work. 

The opening is also what sets the Insight method apart from classic dynamics of large groups where 
opening words are usually not used. The traditional practice in group dynamics is that the 
agreement and time open and close sessions without actual words. When opening a session or 
event, it is not important what is said. The important thing is how the opening words are uttered. 
The opening should be a sign of the sensitive and firm presence of the consultants and a sign that 
the group is about to start meaningful, professionally-oriented work. This is the core of the method. 
This can be done in a simple way, everyone in their own way in a light and modest manner, free 
from performance and unnecessary show. The opening is not about a show or drama. 

The method focuses on the examination of the issues that are topical and important for an 
organisation. And it is here that we face a basic dilemma of research. How do we know what is 
important? The important and topical issues are, after all, lost for most of us. How do we approach 
the unknown and the things we are not aware of or cannot comprehend? The approach has been 
developed on the basis of the dynamics of large groups. This perspective also emphasises free-
floating discussion and expression, but the actual interpretative work is linked to the relationship 
between the consultants and the group. The dynamics of a large group has, for a long time, been 
lined with the psychodynamic-basic approach and the idea of interaction between participants. The 
research subject also includes the distortions related to these interactive relationships. 
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The new organisational thinking and organisational dynamics have emphasised parallel, multiple 
realities, their unexpected nature, ability for self-organisation and the general principles what play a 
part in a situation in addition to individual operators and parties. The underlying forces, 
organisational principles and their philosophy can also be chosen as research subjects. This new 
orientation has dramatically changed the consultant’s role in the work. The Insight work emphasises 
associative and linking work instead of the examination of early psychological processes. A central 
dimension of the linking work is the special theme, objective or topical question of each session. 

Instead of just one development process, the new organisational thinking has highlighted several 
parallel processes and their links as an area of interest and research subject. This viewpoint opens 
up a new perspective to commenting on the events in and Insight session. Instead of causal matters 
and historical perspective, the actual event, its individual elements and the prevailing principles – 
‘here and now‘ – are underlined. History can also obtain a new meaning through the topical 
approach. 

How to see – how to say? IW reveals the mysterious, unobtainable nature of experiences to us and 
puts it out to examination. The understanding of these theoretical shifts helps to analyse the 
situation and the process, but somehow it nevertheless remains incomplete. The study of 
experiences using IW is both science and art at the same time. The researchers have to live in 
uncertainty for a long time and occasionally reconsider their own conclusions and statements – 
which could sometimes be painful. Recognising both the artistic and scientific dimension may ease 
the researcher’s pain. A consultant is forced to give up their overly high expectations related to their 
understanding and interpretations. They have to accept that their own comments and statements are 
more like short propositions and hypothetical comments. 

The artistic dimension of IW does not need to mean it is less professional. It does not need to refer 
to a special artistic tool, trend or technique. A light touch, a brush even, can be sufficient. Verbal 
expressions can be poetic at times; text musical; events theatrical; impressions, images and the 
movements of one’s mind can be aesthetic – a beautiful multi-coloured landscape. One of the 
important objectives of art is, through its existence, to convey a sign of opportunities and freedom 
to participants. There is no need get everything done during in a session. The world of ‘getting 
things done’ awaits after the session. Art is, by its nature, a way of looking; an attitude and an 
atmosphere that guide one’s work. 

The development of the Insight method in Finland commenced approximately a quarter of a century 
ago, initially as part of long-term training programmes for workplace counsellors and consultants. 
Around one thousand sessions have been held in Finland during the last couple of decades. As a 
matter of historical curiosity, the three-year analytic group psychotherapy training was part of 
workplace counsellor training programmes organised by the University of Oulu in the mid 1980s. 
Later studies have shown that this part of the training was considered particularly important and 
meaningful. However, the economic downturn in the 1990s led to cost savings and no financial 
resources were allocated to ‘such luxury’. We were faced with a new, unexpected reality – 
fortunately! The Insight method emerged in this context to replace the earlier ‘therapeutic’ learning 
process and opened up a new dimension. In this respect, IW is a ‘child of the recession’. The time 
and prevailing conditions alone did not, naturally, result in the creation of the method. The origins 
of the method can better be said to lie in the creative collision between new generation systems 
thinking – dynamic systems – and traditional, knowledge-oriented group dynamics. The time was 
right for a new method to emerge. 
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The IW child is now steadily on its feet and recognises its roots with mature gratitude. The Insight 
method had been taken into used a couple of years earlier in the two-year training for work 
community consultants of the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Church, and it was later integrated into 
workplace counsellors’ training programmes. The Church and Timo Totro as the main driving force 
behind the method showed unique vision and reformatory spirit in the early stages of the method. I 
mention these names to illustrate that the development of the method required both individual and 
organisational contributions. One must also mention the dedication and trust shown by hundreds of 
participants over the years by opening their inner world, experiences, feelings and dreams as a 
foundation for shared work. The method later became an integral part of training programmes for 
workplace and other consultants. The method has become an independent approach in its own right, 
and significant reform and rethinking have taken place within the method. 

!
The philosophy of an empty space 

An empty space is the prototype, phenomenological status quo and attitude of the explorative 
working method. Experience-based methods, however, narrow the research subject and the setting 
down in various ways and are therefore unable to fully accomplish the idea of an empty space. It is 
essential to achieve an unprejudiced/open-minded orientation research approach, which is free from 
aspirations and ambitions. This idea has been verbalised in many ways. ‘Moving forward in an 
unprejudiced way without personal desire’, or as Bion said ‘in one place in an unprejudiced 
manner’, without knowing, free from defence mechanisms of the mind, without escaping to facts, 
aspirations, ready explanations or verbal expressions or otherwise away from the explorative state. 
‘Without memory and desire’ is perhaps the most well-known statement by Bion. A researcher 
should be able to see the empty space and setting as if for the first time – also when they have been 
working with the said setting or in recurrent similar settings before. 

People today may wonder what this mysterious emptying of one’s mind, ‘without memory and 
desire’ refers to. For Bion, the endeavour for the truth was always more important than his own 
desire. It is about opening one’s mind. For him, the explorative working method meant keeping free 
observation, thinking and working ability within his work and research subject, not only in relation 
to a particular problem. Good intentions often lead people astray. Bion’s advice was to progress 
with a light touch, ‘with dim light’, in a naive way free from the things known and learnt, with 
‘without memory and desire’ (Totro and Hyyppä, 2012). Freedom from knowing leads to the fact 
that one must try to see everything, new things included, with new eyes. This prepares the ground 
for a healthy and funny exercise: how do you see someone you already know, someone who might 
even be very close to you, or a familiar event in a new way and a new light? 

This approach has something uniquely lasting and essential in terms of professional honesty. The 
conscious emptying of one’s mind and freeing oneself from desire cannot, obviously, be done at the 
flick of a switch. It is, after all, a desire in itself. In this desire, the researcher inevitably faces a 
painful conflict between emptying one’s mind and their own knowledge, remembering, skills and 
beliefs. This conflict is probably one that can never be solved, but a living methodology is able to 
live with it and sustain constant reform. An attitude free of stringent routines and repetition is the 
core of one’s professionalism. 
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An empty space is basically the mental state of the researcher: sensitive and open to new things. 
Bion’s ideas of the empty space, group dynamics and his basic assumption mentalities have often 
been much simplified and made more superficial. It is unlikely he intended them to be understood 
as objective realities but more as the principles and philosophy of the meeting and analysis of 
people, group situations and settings. Today, a lot is said about group phenomena, but the comments 
often suffer from the same shallowness, naive concretism, and loss of the underlying basic 
philosophy. Phenomena are looked at as if from the other side of a glass wall, from previously 
learnt viewpoints and using concepts learnt by heart. This apparent and superficial theory and 
verbal expressions has, understandably enough, raised antipathy and unfortunately taken many 
supporters away from the philosophy of the empty space. A more truthful approach has been 
overshadowed and another kind of Bion has been left unnoticed. Experience in IW work has shown 
that when the process, after initial difficulties, gets wind beneath its wings and the touch of 
authentic and meaningful verbal expressions is created, the learning experience becomes so 
meaningful that the participants want to continue along that path. Insight work has long since 
established its place in regular meetings with experienced consultants. They want to return to the 
space of meaningful verbal expressions. 

Insight always represents a great opportunity, richness, potential and a transition to something new. 
Insights are not created when wandering in familiar terrain but when exploring the unknown. A new 
thing can also be a small twist, thought or a new point of view. The impacts can be dramatic. When 
one starts the journey, it is impossible to know where it will end. When the philosophy of an empty 
space offers this kind of opportunity and opens the door for transition, it may appear distressing in 
its obscurity. On the other hand, it also makes room for adequate lightness and playfulness. An 
empty space needs to be carried professionally. Emptiness does exist without being carried, but it is 
only the professional carrying of emptiness that makes it valuable. I will now move on to examine 
this philosophy – in a slightly light-hearted manner – on the basis of Samuel Beckett’s poetry and 
the mystical poem ‘Gnome’. 

!
‘Spend the years of learning squandering…’ 

We take it for granted that learning and the time spent on learning, ‘years of learning’, years of 
formal education and achievement are good for the human being. Insight work is, naturally, no 
exception. The question is more that of an experience: whether things go the right way from the 
viewpoint of how we experience them and whether we act on the basis of what we say and think. 
Good intentions do not always take us where we want them to. They often lead us astray. 

Things can happen in the opposite way to how we imagined. ‘The years of learning’ and formal 
education can, paradoxically, adversely impact and harm our learning and spiritual development. 
This, of course, is not always the case. Insight work repeatedly highlights the previous learning 
experiences of the participants; their nature and traditional ideas on the content of learning. IW aims 
to present all this for joint examination. Tensions related to previous experiences nearly always 
become a part of the IW work, be it directly or indirectly. 

As a price of the ‘things learnt’, one may have to give up some parts of one’s own, original 
thinking. The price may be dear: a central dimension of the identity of a human being – adequate 
courage. One always needs courage and daring even to go beyond new boundaries in professional 
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work. It is hard to define how much courage is adequate in a given situation. We know that an 
arrogant attitude towards risks easily leads to exaggerations. It is clear, however, that no genuine 
meeting with the new, or scientific, artistic or mental work can survive without it. When we get 
closer to the boundaries and examine them, we become vulnerable. Uncertainty increases and our 
knowledge is being questioned. 

Do things go the right way, in terms of experiences? Do we dare to take the bull by the horns or are 
we going to escape to silence and ignorance? Simple everyday life events are constantly testing our 
courage. Will I be able to materialise my ideas? Can I say what needs to be said? Sometimes one 
even has to wonder whether one has courage to say what everyone already knows! These settings 
can be rather paradoxical at times. Will I be able to express what I think? These are the basic 
questions that Insight work constantly brings up in joint examination. Being shy can also be seen as 
valuable, because it is a sign of situational sensitivity. 

!
‘Courage for the years of wandering…’ 

The years of wandering are often considered as a part of youth and a natural part of one’s growth 
and development. The concept of lifelong learning and continuous growth extends the years of 
wandering – the quest of the important and meaningful – into more mature years and old age. 
Insight work is one opportunity to move in this direction. 

The ‘years of wandering’ of an adult offer a new, better opportunity for reform when one can draw 
from a significantly greater source of experiences. The amount of experience does not, obviously, 
generate learning, but when combined with the ability to examine experiences and appropriate 
methods, this experience capital can be a valuable asset. 

Insight sessions are carried by a serious approach combined with the philosophy of lightness and 
the quest for the new. The method occasionally pushes the participants to the limits of their comfort 
zones but it aims to free them from excess control and knowing towards the seeing of social reality 
in a new way and a new light. The new approach requires genuine willingness to try new things as a 
part of the basic explorative approach. 

Those examining experiences will also need courage as they are trained for their work and find the 
courage to trust their own professional abilities in such a way that they can express their own 
observations and feelings. Interestingly enough, experiences manage to escape all attempts to 
interpret them: they are often seen only partly and at a glimpse, like a wild animal in a forest. In 
order to gradually find the role of an emphatic consultant and get better in that role, one needs not 
just time but also immediate concrete experience in this work – and often regular professional 
consultation. Consultation work means that one must be sensitive and open one’s mind. It is a 
continuous and gradual renunciation of one’s obsessions and becoming free to see the things one is 
looking at and understanding what one is hearing. Tolerating one’s inability to understand and not 
know things and the emergence of genuine curiosity are all parts of this preparatory work. The 
consultant’s years of wandering are necessary in the quest for an emphatic approach. One’s own 
experience of participating in the IW process may be an important asset in this quest. 
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‘Through a world politely turning…’ 

In addition to conscious work, what is not done and what gets ignored are important for learning. 
People do not only seek new things, they also try to avoid everything uncomfortable and uncertain 
brought about by the discovery of the new. It has been said that we use more resources and energy 
to resist learning than we do in the actual learning. Routines and living in one’s familiar world and 
thus avoiding risks easily trump facing new and uncertain things, the possibility to reform. 

The times when human communities have faced good things with good intentions are few and far 
between. Although it is common knowledge that experience is the most important source of 
learning, experiential learning is apparently a lot less popular. With its conflicts and being 
occasionally distressing, it is often pushed away by trendier didactic and learning theories. Creative 
opportunities and creativity itself are lost. Safety, planning and prior knowledge will pull the long 
straw. The idea that an organisation cannot be subordinated to planning, presented in the more new 
organisational thinking, is easily ignored. Psychodynamics and folklore both tell tales of the 
destructive power of envy. Seeing and recognising good things outside oneself and one’s thinking 
is, and will be, an eternal challenge. People are more likely to talk about experiences as an expert 
than to walk towards their personal experiences. Verbal expressions and greed for knowledge are 
also threatening those who examine experiences. Experiences are a subject that is much talked 
about, described and explained. Much more than necessary. The value of experiences as experiences 
is ignored. 

The Finnish poet Risto Ahti wrote in one of his poems: ‘We must ban human beings because they 
do not adhere to the norms of learning, working and cleaning’. 

The methods of psychodynamic research have persistently emphasised experiences and the faithful 
study of experiences. The Insight method continues this tradition at the organisational level. We 
face our own resistance, denial and lying mechanisms at this level. Psychodynamic theory 
emphasises the importance of facing reality. Nevertheless, the nature of reality has rarely been 
described. Bion used the term ‘truth’ instead of ‘reality’. He talked about the multifaceted nature of 
truth and how it was occasionally frightening. He also presented the greed for knowledge and lies as 
a reaction of truth to a person (Totro and Hyyppä, 2012) Terror and shock as reactions to different 
kinds of realities are so difficult to describe that thinking, lies and euphemisms are needed to give 
them in a tolerable verbal form. 

Learning new things is often a crisis: a mental shock or at least a surprise. People do want to learn 
but they do not always want to be taught. People want to find their own path. This is one of the 
basic challenges of learning. How do we find the courage to surrender to uncertainty and not 
knowing? Accepting that good things exist outside us is also a constant mental challenge. 
Experiential learning and insight work as a method raise this challenge to be experienced and 
examined. Trust and courage, both at the same time, are needed for facing insight and the new. The 
things we call ‘civilisation’ aim to mitigate the conflict. Nevertheless, one’s eyes tend to wander 
away from the inconvenient dimension of experiences. 

Greed and goal-oriented ambitions, aspiring for and focusing on external things and things that can 
be measured repeatedly leads us to ignore the important and essential. Instead of focusing on our 
goals, we would be better off focusing on where we are and what is about to pass. Goals and maps 
help very little if one does not know where one is. Arrogance towards the current space and 
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situation can often be seen as the stringent setting of goals. IW in its part aims to support individual 
and organisational awakening to space and situation. Greedy obsession with tangible, measurable 
things deprives us of the gift of receiving and the opportunity of giving. Turning away from the 
quest of the important and essential is just burying one’s head in the sand. It provides a false safe 
haven against the uncertainty and terror raised by the situation. It does not, however, remedy fear, 
empty explanations and human arrogance when analysing the situation. 

We can understand the term ‘restraining world’ to refer to all operators, large institutional 
organisations and private individuals who have had no need to doubt the amount and content of the 
knowledge they have accumulated. The formally stringent and focused professionalism has also 
shown its other face. Professionalism can wear a mask and hide in a closed social circle and conceal 
its arrogance by using artificial criteria and qualifications. This is a question of a basic human 
illusion, orientation to knowledge and ignoring the essential, and the sustainability deficit created as 
a by-product of our information society and carried by it. There is a long way to go from 
information to meaning and action. Information only stays alive through linking. 

There is not only one world but many. What is permanent is our refusal to see and look at the things 
we should see and look at. What is important and topical are ignored in many ways, for reasons we 
believe are good and we can justify well. Refusal comes in many forms, often as politely ignoring 
something with no drama. The world is thinking with its eyes and feet. It is turning away its face 
and giving the seeker the cold shoulder. 

!
‘…from the loutishness of learning‘ 

How can we describe the nature of learning? Its difficulties, challenges, stubborness and resistance. 
The way it happens when we do not expect it to happen. 

What can we, at the end of the day, say about learning? The fact that we know very little about the 
nature of learning does not prevent us from talking or writing books and articles about it. Learning 
is a wonder. It is obscure and surprising and therefore it often happens contrary to what people think 
and as a result of unrecognised and surprising factors. 

Idealism often characterises verbal expressions about learning. Verbal expressions easily become 
elevated from everyday life. Educational thinking and passion are generally accepted as the 
motivating driver for learning. Many of our learning experiences are surprising and 
incomprehensible, sometimes even irritating or hurtful. Significant learning often takes place when 
we encounter something we cannot understand on the basis of our previous knowledge. The new 
thing may, at times, threaten our comfort zone and seem stupid or uneducated. Learning is not 
always only about grateful receiving. Sometimes it comes with the feeling of betrayal or it can even 
feel malicious. At the level of organisations, ‘malicious problems’ are seldom solved by means of 
idealistic verbal expressions. On the contrary, the problem becomes even more complex and more 
difficult to solve. As with any other form of lying, using euphemisms is highly destructive. 

Our insights seem to arrive randomly and, from the viewpoint of experience, often too late. Great 
insights are particularly touching and leave a permanent mark. The fact that they occur ‘in the 
wrong way’ helps us to remember them. The career of Finnish author Samuli Paronen took off only 
when he realised how Beckett wrote. What he wrote apparently did not have the same effect. But 
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‘that he wrote so wrong!’ Mr Paronen also said: ‘When I think what education and culture are, I feel 
that they are not the things they are used for.’ With regard to Insight work, one could say that, in the 
superficial sense, it is strictly uncivilised. When digging deeper, however, IW work at its best is 
carried by genuine educational passion – the simultaneous presence and action of both the 
professional and the ethical dimension. 

The Finnish poet Risto Ahti wrote in one of his poems: ‘Compared to an encyclopaedia, everything 
is a lie and superstition.’ 

!
‘Ill seen, ill said’ 

The chain of experiencing, seeing, observing, understanding, thinking and saying is a part of the 
state and basic dynamics of a human being. More often than not, the chain cannot be divided into its 
parts; rather, it is a uniform entity. The entity is accompanied with other entities and chains, for 
example, the ethical dimensions of seeing. The entity is so easily left outside. This poses a 
particular challenge for researchers. We cannot only be objective observers; all seeing comes with 
responsibility and obligation. At the end of the day, seeing is ethical activity. The Insight work 
consultants face the complexity of this chain again and again. Professional training and appropriate 
‘years of wandering’ bring some ease. The expression ‘Ill seen – ill said’ can also be interpreted as 
describing the pain experienced by a creative author in understating the entity. At its best, 
impatience transforms into text, meaningful verbal expressions. 

The entity is so easily left outside. Repeatedly. Various entities are nested. Perhaps ‘entity’, at the 
end of the day, is only a constantly changing auxiliary concept used to tolerate the complexity that 
surrounds us. The entity of the universe is, after all, still not found even though the theory has been 
created. ‘Ill seen – ill said’ says something essential about the part of a human being (Totro and 
Hyyppä, 2012). 

Translating poetry is always a challenge. Translating from a foreign language to one’s own is 
natural, but it is still sometimes fighting against windmills and an uphill battle. Finding the correct 
images can be impossible. The most difficult task of all, however, is to translate and interpret 
meanings between the speakers of the same language – from one mother tongue to another. This 
leads us to think that the human need to use euphemisms to describe both the experience and its 
expression has played a part. Lies are a constant part of organisational dynamics. Only a lie requires 
goal-oriented thinking and explanations. At times, truths nevertheless break through. Free-floating 
discussion and expression exceed the need to show off. 

A great deal of attention has been paid to the emotional reactions of the therapist and their 
experiences in general in psychotherapeutic work and training. The same challenge applies to 
consultation work and experiential learning. Opening oneself up in a sensitive way to experiences is 
a great professional challenge. The challenge is made greater by ‘looking at looking’ and ‘listening 
to listening’, combined with the reactions of one’s mind and body, ‘thinking about thinking’ and 
listening to one’s verbal expressions with respect to the situation and setting. One finds it difficult to 
find words when having to face and describe reality. Performing and demonstrative verbal 
expressions gradually changes into descriptive verbal expressions. This has been a significant 
discovery for many. However, the new kind of verbal expressions may remain unintelligible at first. 
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Social interaction is often full of naive expectations. These include the relationship between 
speaking and listening, which is often taken for granted. We understand listening, among other 
things, as a reaction to verbal expressions and what has been said. We do not immediately think that 
the chain of impact is actually the other way round: listening and a listening state invite verbal 
expressions. It is also commonly assumed that people know or mean what they say. Experience 
shows that we say many things we do not understand. And that is fine. The Insight setting strives to 
create a light, benevolent and, in a new way, understanding space around verbal expressions, in 
which case things said ‘by accident’ can become objects of constructive examination. Other people 
might occasionally understand the speaker better than they do themselves. 

From the viewpoint of organisational dynamics, free-floating discussion also threatens static 
structures and practices. Social free-floating discussion is, in itself, a genuine challenge for 
development. At best, it highlights the endeavours that restrain free-floating discussion. An example 
of the paradoxical nature of organisational dynamics is that it is sometimes difficult to say 
something everyone already knows. The important thing, naturally, is to be able to say and express 
what must be expressed. We may think that the primary goal of verbal expressions is not to be 
immediately understood but listened to and further discussed in an organisation. This work requires 
a supportive platform. 

Adequate professional warmth, lightness, the sense of control and one’s own role become clearer as 
a result of training, practice and guidance. The foundation is one’s experience as a learner and 
participant in similar settings. Our observations are, in many ways, based on various theories. Our 
ability to observe is linked with our endeavours and our understanding is bound to our own thinking 
and obsessions. Saying things, when it is at all possible, is always connected to the situation, 
culture, space, our body and courage. Art may, at its best, carry us through these difficulties. 

Expressing and describing the things that are important and topical not only raise the practical 
question of methods but also the question on the boundaries of science and art. IW is, by and large, 
based on verbal expressions, but visual expressions and films have been occasionally used. Verbal 
expressions always have their limitations in describing the feelings of the participants and the 
consultants. How much participants can and should be assisted to bring out the important issues is a 
methodological question. The various forms and dimensions of art may help. Raising the experience 
of the unpleasant and impatient poses a particular challenge. When studying cooperation between 
Beckett and Bion, Ian Miller raised the question of ‘the impatient voice’ and its creative task. Miller 
hypothesised that Beckett in a way transformed and included Bion’s philosophy in his writing 
(Miller, 2013). The cooperation seems to have made Beckett and Bion ‘imaginary twins’, which 
both parties carried and drew from for the rest of their lives. 

Apart from being ‘imaginary twins’, the cooperation between Bion and Beckett has been seen as 
two parallel processes. The joint impact of these processes was that both parties, in their own right, 
were able to present both sophisticated psychoanalytical philosophy and the dynamics of interaction 
in a close and touching manner. It has also been said that both men were forerunners of modern 
times as they described the world and philosophy of the postmodern era before it even started. The 
transition from focusing on the individual, which is typical of positivism, towards a wider 
psychodynamic field theory constructed of relationships between objects, has also been seen as 
important (Miller, 2013). As a result of the container thinking, the research subject is seen in a 
completely new way. The idea of a systemic object is derived from this development (Totro ja 
Hyyppä, 2012). 
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Commenting and linking made by consultants carries all these difficulties and uncertainties. It is 
nevertheless important that the consultants, with their comments, stay tuned and maintain the 
sensitive, alert ability to make observations and to think. Commenting may be short and light; 
seeking large, all-inclusive interpretations often leads us astray. Meaningful and even serious things 
can be said lightly. Timing is often as important as the content of what one says. At times, speed and 
immediacy are key, but sometimes a slower pace and more careful study of the entity and evidence 
is needed. What is essential in all commenting is to maintain the social viewpoint and aim to 
support the continuity of social dialogue. Instead of an individual, the research subject and the 
object of work is a systemic object. 

At the end of the day, Insight work is always cooperation and carrying cooperation. What is said in 
the sessions may be forgotten in a heartbeat, but the way things are said leaves a more permanent 
mark. An important question for consultants is how to make comments and interventions. As 
regards Samuli Paronen, the important discovery was the way Beckett wrote, not what he wrote 
about. It is, naturally, obvious that one can openly try to remedy one’s failure. The work is about 
constantly being at the interface of various worlds: the understood and the unintelligible; the new 
and the old, etc. A commonly agreed task and function in studying experiences helps to move 
forward with the work. ‘How to see – how to say’ will maintain its place as a question that opens up 
new horizons and guides social interpretative work. 

!
Holy simplicity, free-floating discussion and creativity 

By ‘holy’ in this last subheading I refer to going to one’s limits, staying there and the experience it 
brings. Simple things start to get new content. Familiar sceneries open up in a new light. The 
landscape of knowing changes, sometime more than others, and the entire world of our 
understanding and knowledge starts to fluctuate. Beckett and Bion were good examples of going to 
the limits. The word ‘holy’ has also entered the language of natural scientists. Experience and new 
understanding of, for example, the essence of matter can bring about a significant revelation and an 
experience, which shuts out one’s previous knowledge. New understanding often creates new 
ontological questions, such as the question of the deeper essence of the material and spiritual. Even 
if we did not know the answers, the questions alone do a great favour for development. It has been 
said about quantum physics, for example, that if it fails to shock you, you probably have not 
understood it. The core of a shock is not what one sees but the realisation of what one has not seen 
and understood – the ignored limitations of one’s understanding and familiar ways of thinking. 

Beckett and Bion were both champions of simplification. They were able to look at the world and 
social reality and in a new way and see it through new eyes. The new viewpoint and a new kind of 
seeing emerged. Things that appeared insignificant or of little value were given new content. As 
Beckett said, the final result of his work and endeavours was ‘a blank piece of paper’! However, a 
blank piece of paper, however, is not just a blank piece of paper. It is the end result of long-term 
simplification and work. It can, of course, also be blank. Blankness can also refer to the arrogance 
that is easily created by a blank piece of paper or empty space. Simplicity and holiness are 
combined. In IW work, it can demonstrate itself as occasional silence. Silence can be highly 
significant and an important part of the entity and the experience. Along with emptiness and silence, 
it is important to see the work that generated them. In its own way, Insight work aims to progress in 
the same experiential direction: towards a method where, according to the plan, nothing happens. 
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Only an external setting can be planned. Insight is a self-directing experience with the space to 
examine it. 

It is interesting to note that the natural sciences experienced equally significant transitions and 
changes in thinking at the same time as the theory and methods of examining experiences described 
above. Systemic thinking and theory developed side by side as the prevailing conception of the 
world changed. An important link to quantum physics, in particular, can be found. Significant 
redrafting of reality took place in quantum physics at the same time. Many new discoveries 
represented changes in the prevailing conception of the world. Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, 
Bion’s research made in ‘dim light’, Einstein’s theory of relativity and, last but not least, 
development, awakening and new understanding on the essence of matter serve as examples (Totro 
and Hyyppä, 2012). 

The change in the general conception of the world occurring in the first decades of the century took 
place on many fronts. This article mainly focuses on the interaction between psychoanalysis and 
literature using the cooperation between Bion and Beckett as an example. In retrospect, C.G. Jung 
and the Nobel Prize winning Wolfgang Paul can be seen as a similar generative pair. The question is 
about the dialogue between analytic psychology and quantum mechanics, which resulted in the idea 
of synchronicity. This refers to the sudden, unexpected occurrence of matters, to non-causal but 
simultaneous events that are important in terms of experience. Free-floating discussion generates a 
great deal of such content. It may appear absurd. It does not follow the logic of causality and, as if 
by accident, raises things that are important and topical in terms of society. Synchronicity highlights 
a new ontological viewpoint: a question about chaos, order and coincidence. Free-floating 
discussion often raises the question of the different forms of chaos and order and their relationships. 
The viewpoint offered by synchronicity is, in a way, terrifying. It destroys the idea of planned, 
tranquil progress in a known universe and opens up another kind of reality, which is unintelligible 
and absurd. However, it also opens up the new meaningfulness it carries. 

Such – such fiasco that folly takes a hand. Such bits and scraps. Seen no matter how and said as 
seen. (Beckett, S. 1996) 

The idea of free-floating discussion also raises mixed feelings, fear, terror and disdainful arrogance. 
There is a declaration that says a lot about these prejudices: ‘In my village, only village fools speak 
freely!’ (de Maré, 1991). Freedom, like madness, comes in many forms. If interpreted without their 
context and only from one viewpoint, they may be ill-fated. The opportunities carried by free-
floating discussion have often been ignored. When combined with focused professionalism or art, 
they can be put to creative and constructive use instead of being denied, isolated and ignored. 

IW work offers a unique forum for studying the hypothesis represented by synchronicity. It is also 
worth mentioning that the method takes the keen explorer to an extreme limit: to the crossroads of 
knowing and not knowing; science and religion; order and coincidence. This dynamism can only 
seldom be studied elsewhere in the world of work and organisations. One can say that what has 
been repeatedly said about quantum physics also apply to this perception of reality: ‘If it fails to 
shock you, you probably have not understood it.’ Synchronicity also entails the risk of failure and 
idealism when trying to ‘look at’ many elements and their relations at the same time and 
simultaneously trying to verbally describe what one has seen and understood. ‘How to see – how to 
say?’ This thought also reflects Bion’s idea of the terror raised by reality. The simultaneity 
introduced by synchronicity is not only a mere coincidence but also a sign of the nature and essence 
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of reality and the things we have blocked out of our consciousness. The things happening 
‘elsewhere at the same time’ can nevertheless be a part of this entity. The entity built of individual, 
separate parts can easily drift towards the absurd. The question is also what we dare to see, how we 
can read any given situation and verbalise it in an intelligible way. The light-hearted comments and 
jokes allowed in free-floating discussion can, at best, facilitate our understanding. 

The idea of free-floating discussion connected Bion’s work with the developments and new systems 
thinking that emerged in the natural sciences. This was related to the still ongoing change in the 
traditional way of thinking in natural sciences and physics, in particular. Later, the prominent ways 
of thinking have long been openly questioned in the field of natural sciences. Quantitative and 
qualitative are thus linked in a new way. An increase in quantity does not mean more, but different. 
Quantity changes the entire setting. A large group is not only larger when compared to a small 
group; it is drastically different. The same kind of mysterious and unintelligible relationship exists 
between the known and the unknown. The question of reality has become increasingly more 
complex. The use of the plural does not solve the mystery of reality either. Reality, as we wish to 
imagine it, actually looks rather unlikely. 

The Nobel Prize winning physicist P. W. Anderson wrote: ‘The constructionist hypothesis breaks 
down when confronted with the twin difficulties of scale and complexity. The behaviour of large 
and complex aggregates of elementary particles, it turns out, is not to be understood in terms of a 
simple extrapolation of the properties of a few particles. Instead, at each level of complexity 
entirely new properties appear, and the understanding of the new behaviours requires research 
which I think is as fundamental in its nature as any other.’ (Anderson, 1972). 

Organisational dynamics cannot be comprehended by studying one person alone. This is a question 
of a new property and an area that needs to be studied at a different systems level. Our conception 
of the world begins to be perceived in a new way. A sentence that may seem simple opens up a new, 
emerging conception of reality. It is interesting that Anderson wrote about the new meaning of 
harmony and symmetry, breaking up and diversity. For example, the elements of an ammonium 
molecule can be combined in two different ways. This also includes the possibility of oscillation. 
Bion applied a similar idea in his own thinking when he was examining connective links (Totro ja 
Hyyppä, 2012). 

Simple is always the most complex. Describing reality is the everlasting task of science. Artists 
have the same goal. Genius is accompanied with the gift of looking, and this characteristic of genius 
is highlighted here. It is not about what those pioneers see in the world but how they look at it. In 
addition to the content and landscape of the research subject, the way it is looked at, the viewpoint 
from which reality is studied, become important. These kind of dramatic openings of new horizons 
have repeatedly marked the development of science. 

Empty space, in its way, represents holy simplicity: going to the boundaries, being open to new 
questions and, at the same time, a source of creativity. Insight is, in a way, organisational dialogue 
in which everything presented - words, people, individual themes and their relations – is connected 
with the underlying forces and the situation. It is not only a question of verbal expressions between 
people. It is a question of where this verbal expressions comes from and what it interacts with. An 
empty space creates a platform for free-floating discussion. 
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To conclude, I quote a conversation between two quantum physicists, David Bohm and F. David 
Peat. They were both impressed with the new findings of large group dynamics and emphasised the 
importance and value of free-floating discussion in creative activity (de Maré, et al. 1991). Bohm 
and Peat aimed to show how other aspects of one’s life suffer if one’s thinking becomes cemented 
in certain basic principles and how a general wave of creativity might emerge in dialog between 
subcultures. The problems of science are but a symptom of the common trend of self-deception 
ingrained in our thinking. The importance of creativity must, therefore, be highlighted in all walks 
of life and we must seek new social order based on freely flowing dialogue which would also allow 
science to better face the challenges that lies ahead. 

The highly specialised and professionally divided world pays attention to details and restricted 
viewpoints. They are repeatedly highlighted in conversations and research subjects. When the 
overall picture gets blurred, we start to lose the ability to perceive it. IW as a working method goes 
against the current. It aims to highlight the connections and meanings between what are perceived 
as apparently insignificant and unrelated events, observations and experiences. These meanings 
become unravelled with a delay through open sharing and cooperation. As a method, IW progresses 
towards the unknown and reaches the limits of understanding, towards recognition and verbal 
description of meaningful connections. There is a wide scope of application for this method and its 
sensitive application: the entire chain of seeing, understanding and, further, thinking and acting. The 
scope of application is extensive – both personal and organisational seeing and verbal expressions. 

The free associative wandering of the mind and verbal expressions may enable and open up a more 
sensitive way of ‘seeing’ meaningful connections. This can help us to understand complexity and 
the unexpected. Too much literary knowledge, or as Bion called it ‘greed for knowledge’ 
undermines the work being done to try to see an understandable entity. It may well be as the Finnish 
author Paavo Haavikko said: ‘Perhaps we are just a wee bit too clever to really understand 
anything’ (Haavikko, 1985). Free-floating discussion in itself results in the organisation of 
meanings. It also occurs without the constraints of a previously adopted theory (Rauhala, 2009). 

Insight work as a method of organisational dialogue has proved, on the basis of experience, that 
free-floating discussion and organisational dialogue without fixed tasks or goals, similar to free-
floating discussion in psychoanalysis, help to highlight ignored and rejected matter and missed 
opportunities (see Ihanus, 2013). It is about verbal expressions that heals and reforms an 
organisation. Both dimensions – the individual and the organisational – serve as examples of the 
capacity of the mind to simultaneously move in a new way, free from constraining endeavours and 
obsessions, endless repetition and empty verbal expressions. 

Experience makes us face the basic question over and over again: How to see – how to say? How to 
reach the state of free-floating discussion and create preconditions for it? How to describe the 
indescribable, the valuable experience that cannot immediately be put into words but that constantly 
generates new and liberates resources like a good fairy godmother or a gnome – the keeper of the 
treasure? Over the years, the Insight method has established its position as a basic method for 
supporting individual and organisational reform and inspiring creative work and thinking. 
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